
Foreword by Rabbi Michael J. Cook

David Turner’s instructive volume addresses a specific aspersion of
the Jews stemming from ancient writings: their alleged propensity for
violently abusing their own prophets, sometimes even killing God’s
envoys charged to summon Israel’s reaffirmation of its covenantal
obligations. Readers may be sobered to learn of the sheer ubiquity
of this image, as well as exactly what it means. Especially in teasing
out its modern applications, Turner has provided us an exceptionally
valuable focus.

Over the years, I have asked knowledgeable Jews to isolate those
individual New Testament verses that led most directly to the canard
that Jews were the “Christ’s” killers, or “Christ-killers.” The four
verses most commonly offered have been:

• “All the [Jewish] people answered, ‘His blood be on us and on our
children!’” (Matt. 27:25)

• “You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your
father’s desires . . . a murderer from the beginning” (John 8:44)

• “You [men of Israel] . . . killed the Author of life, whom God raised
from the dead.” (Acts 3:14-15)

• “The Jews . . . killed . . . the Lord Jesus and the prophets. . . . But
God’s wrath has come upon them at last!” (1 Thess. 2:15–16)
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Of these, only the last passage (whether by Paul or a post–70 ce hand)
mentions “killing the prophets,” although the expression may also
appear at least in the vicinity of the others. What attention should the
expression command, and why?

In Turner’s panoramic canvassing of the expression’s development,
his centripetal progression is effective: exhaustively tracing this motif
from its broad outer use in Deuteronomy and later Second Temple
Jewish literature to its recurring employment in the New Testament
generally; then to extended analyses of particular Matthean
applications; and then moving to Matthew 23 as a whole,
culminating in Matt. 23:29–32:

Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you build the tombs
of the prophets. . . , saying, “If we had lived in the days of our fathers,
we would not have taken part with them in shedding the blood of the
prophets.” Thus you witness against yourselves, that you are sons of those
who murdered the prophets. Fill up, then, the measure of your fathers.
… how are you to escape being sentenced to hell? . . . O Jerusalem,
… killing the prophets . . . ! . . . Behold, your house is forsaken (RSV;
emphases added)

These recurring appearances are especially important because the
First Gospel has elicited far more patristic allusions than any other,
with church lectionaries emphasizing especially Matthew in the
interests of anti-Judaism if not antisemitism as ethnic hatred. As
Turner affirms by the title of this book, Matthew can only make sense
of Jesus’ death (and of that of John the Baptist before him) as bringing
to culmination the pervasive paradigm of prophets who die and for
whom contemporary assailants are punished, with the very last of the
prophets none other than Jesus himself. Reaching its full measure in
Matt. 23:32, divine judgment becomes most fully warranted against
those who still refuse to heed God’s admonitions.
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***

Most intriguing is Turner’s insistence that the polemical intent of
Matthew 23 is intramural (e.g., within Matthew’s Jewish community),
not supersessionist (as might be expected from gentile-Christian
authorship). Matthew’s promulgation of coming judgment is
corrective and disciplinary, not condemning and final, such that
even at this definitively latest of all possible junctures Israel’s
acknowledgment of the error of its ways may yet prove acceptable
and effective. The notion that Matthew’s scolding is intramural also
carries important ramifications as we gauge, especially in Turner’s
last chapter, a review of his conclusions and an advance to their
implications. For, tragically, the medieval and modern church itself
overlooked Matthew’s intent, allowing a devastating impact on
Jewish-Christian relations, ironic since centuries of Jesus’ followers
themselves have failed to hear, let alone to heed, Jesus’ warnings as
applicable also to themselves.

***

Are there dimensions of Matthew, however, not ostensibly definable
as intramural?1 Possibly, especially if we accept the conclusion of
many scholars that Matthew wrote from Antioch in Syria. What, for
example, induces the Matthean Jesus, initially restricting his followers
to go exclusively to the lost sheep of Israel (10:5–6; 15:24), to reverse
himself by the Great Commission, at the Gospel’s end (28:19), now
instead to go to “all nations” (including Israel) or, even more
powerfully, to “all gentiles”—(excluding Israel)? This overarching
scheme hardly seems intramural. Does Matthew, often said to be

1. For a working through of the arguments that follow, see chap. 16 of Michael J. Cook, Modern
Jews Engage the New Testament, 3rd ed. (Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights, 2012), 192–209.
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the “most Jewish” Gospel, sometimes display distance from Judaism
(12:9 [cf. Mark 3:1]; 13:54 [cf. Mark 6:2]) or unfamiliarity with
Judaism (16:6; cf. Mark 8:15) or with Jewish biblical usage (21:5)?
Might not the demography of Matthew’s church have shifted from
Jewish-Christian to gentile-Christian by the time of this Gospel’s
completion? Here, had an anti-Jewish—and anti-Jewish-
Christian—bias become generated when Syria was destabilized by
Roman conscription of local gentiles to put down the upstart Jewish
revolt of 66 ce (cf. Josephus, B. J., II.xx.2/559–61; VII.iii.2–4/46–62;
v.2/100–11)?

Would not such anomalies be resolved were we to view this Gospel
not as a one-stage (Jewish-Christian) production but as an antecedent
internal core overlaid, some decades later, by a second-stage (gentile-
Christian) inheritor of that church’s traditions, who now exercised
the opportunity to superimpose his own external imprimatur? Does
not Matthew’s apparent allegorization of some of Jesus’ parables
(21:33–43; 22:1–14) point to a later editor whose extraction, or
sympathy, was more likely gentile than Jewish? In sum, might not all
these suggest that Jewish-Christians’ initial dominance in Matthew’s
church was diminished by ascendant gentile-Christian demography
and fortunes, with the final Matthean editor ideologically and
demographically positioned outside the Jewish community per se?

In these respects Turner’s volume hardly disappoints! His
annotations address such objections, rising to the stature of a
minitreatise in their own right as he respectfully lodges his own
counterarguments one after another. This may well account for why
his bibliography of actually cited materials extends to more than
one thousand entries. With the foregoing litany of objections, then,
forthrightly addressed, this book emerges a panoramic treasure trove
of matters extending well beyond its primary focus on the motif of
“killing the prophets.”
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***

Turner’s unusual dedication of his work to “The Faculty of the
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati”
warrants explanation. As he has personally affirmed over the years, he
often thinks of his days in residence at HUC as the most enlightening
of his life, especially with Jews and Christians together studying
biblical texts and their interpretation, producing miniature interfaith
“laboratories” enriching all enrolled. (Here one needs to note that
Cincinnati’s campus is the only Jewish seminary in history requiring

technical training in New Testament for rabbinical ordination.) He
misses those days of transformative experience. His compliments are
directed primarily toward our School of Graduate Studies, renowned
in Christian-Jewish relations (since the 1940s), especially by our
PhD program, which has awarded over three hundred doctorates in
Judaica to Christians (in addition to many more Jews). That Turner
recalls us so fondly is a reinvigorating incentive for us all.

Michael J. Cook, PhD
Bronstein Professor of Judeo-Christian Studies,

Hebrew Union College-JIR (Cincinnati)
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